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MTBC and Amazing Charts' Partnership
Offers an Enhanced Integrated EHR and
Revenue Cycle Management Solution for
Providers
SOMERSET, N.J., May 15, 2015 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- MTBC (Nasdaq:MTBC), a leading
provider of web-based revenue cycle management services and healthcare IT solutions,
today announced its partnership with Amazing Charts, a leading developer of Electronic
Health Record (EHR) and Practice Management systems for physician practices.

"We're very pleased to be launching our new partnership with Amazing Charts and look
forward to helping additional Amazing Charts users increase revenues, while reducing
expenses and streamlining workflows," said Stephen Snyder, MTBC President. "We believe
that the combination of Amazing Charts' industry leading EHR and MTBC's industry leading
revenue cycle management solution, which we're offering at the lowest price point in the
industry, is a very compelling option."

"MTBC has earned a solid reputation in the industry and continues to thrive due to their
ability to offer an innovative platform with competitive pricing models," said Matt Pierce,
Amazing Charts vice president of business development. "We are excited to include MTBC
in our Partner Community program and expect Amazing Charts customers to find great
value in their offerings."

Interested providers are invited to schedule a demo or learn more about the MTBC-Amazing
Charts partnership by visiting http://www.mtbc.com/amazingcharts.aspx or on the Amazing
Charts Partner Community: http://amazingcharts.com/services/partner-community/mtbc/.

About MTBC

MTBC (Medical Transcription Billing, Corp.) is a healthcare information technology company
that provides a fully integrated suite of proprietary web-based solutions, together with related
business services, to healthcare providers practicing in ambulatory care settings. For
additional information, please visit MTBC website at www.mtbc.com.

About Amazing Charts

Amazing Charts provides Electronic Health Records (EHR/EMR), Practice Management,
and other Health IT solutions to healthcare practices. Based on number one user ratings for
usability, fair pricing, and overall satisfaction, Amazing Charts EHR has been adopted by
more than 10,000 clinicians in over 6,800 private practices. Founded in 2001 by a family
physician, today Amazing Charts, LLC operates as a subsidiary of Pri-Med, an operating
division of Diversified Communications (DC) and a trusted source for professional medical

http://www.mtbc.com/amazingcharts.aspx
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http://www.mtbc.com/


education to over 260,000 clinicians since 1995. For more information,
visit: www.amazingcharts.com.
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